































































































Lagniappe's Lair






Lagniappe is gone now, but his memory lives on.
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Murphy's Law




View my complete profile
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Audie Murphy
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"Murphy" 2009-2022. R.I.P






Miss Memphis Belle
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"Belle" 2011-2022. R.I.P. Princess.






Lagniappe
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2001-2010 R.I.P.
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The Warbirds of Selfridge Field
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Grumman S2 Tracker Boneyard
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Blogs I Like
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View From The Porch





Automotif CDLXXXVI...
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Just An Earth-Bound Misfit, I





Meanwhile, in Chicago, the Cops Staged a Legal Execution
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Nobody Asked Me...





Sigh…
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Eaton Rapids Joe





Tools make work easier (Cumberland Saga)
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Bayou Renaissance Man





How activists in government make things worse
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Virtual Mirage





Zenzizenzizenzic
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Chant du Départ





Out of the Forest
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Way Up North





Dutch Sheets: The Statue of Liberty
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The Silicon Graybeard





And the Delta Rocket Family is Done
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BALLSEYE'S BOOMERS





The Viewership of The View...
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The Shekel - Coins, Law and Commentary





NPR: Filtering And Flavoring The News WIll Lose You The Trust Of Your 
Audience
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PawPaw's House





Traveling
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Borepatch





Obligatory music for the eclipse
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Home on the Range





Human Training
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Every Blade of Grass





Wind Storm AAR
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No Lawyers - Only Guns and Money





If You Argue The 2A Only Covers Muskets….
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My Daily Kona





"7 keys to creating useless Americans"
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e.IA.f.t.  Eastern Iowa Firearms Training





I’m new to rifle shooting – where do I start?
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Providentia





The Border War in Texas - Be Careful What You Wish For
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On a Wing and a Whim





I'm blameable like beer
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Cordite in the Morning





Weekly Reader
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From the Caer





No Regrets
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New Jovian Thunderbolt





Sh-Boom
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Among The Joshua Trees





Watch “Yes, your mullet | Jim Gaffigan” on YouTube
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The Miller





Not the Adventure I wanted...
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Shall Not Be Questioned





The New Resistance to the 2A
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The Drawn Cutlass





Time Capsule Found At Richmond Robert E. Lee Statue Site...
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JB on the Rocks





Nothing To See Here, Move Along
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Excelling in Mediocrity





A WAAAAAAYYYYYYY long overdue update.
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In the MIDDLE of  the RIGHT





Migration complete
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Front Sight Press





Guns 101… Online!
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The Boogie Man Is My Friend...





We have moved.
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Self Sufficient Mountain Living.





Buffoons at the car wash. Car dashboard camera. Self Reliance magazine. A 
news segment from OAN.
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The Displaced Louisiana Guy





Instagram
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Another Day.....Another.....





1911's
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Thunder Tales





Santa's Fleet
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Political News and Views
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The Gateway Pundit





DOJ Releases Shocking Report on Widespread COVID-19 Fraud During Pandemic — 
Over $400 Billion Stolen or Misused



                      -
                    



The COVID-19 pandemic, which placed unprecedented demands on federal 
financial assistance programs, also presented ripe opportunities for 
fraudsters and ...


24 minutes ago
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War Is Boring





Veterans and parents of 33 Marines killed 20 years ago reunite for the 
anniversary of infamous battle



                      -
                    



The Orange County Register(TNS) Veterans of Camp Pendleton’s 2nd Battalion, 
4th Marines gathered Saturday, April 6, at Park Semper Fi in San Clemente 
to ...


17 hours ago
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Lowering the Bar





Are Chemtrails Spreading Across the Country? No, But Goofy Chemtrail 
Legislation Is



                      -
                    

It's almost like these legislators don't really understand science.


1 day ago
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Stilton's Place





Another Vine Mess



                      -
                    



For those of you who *won't* be getting a total eclipse today (like we are 
in my part of Texas) it seems only fair to share something else that you 
proba...


2 days ago
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chrishernandezauthor





Col. Beckwith’s Rolex 1675



                      -
                    

The IG account @watchesofespionage doesn't suck. This bit about Charlie 
Beckwith and his Rolex 1675 is an example why.


1 year ago
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Hope n' Change Cartoons





Try The Crow!



                      -
                    


[image: stilton’s place, stilton, political, humor, conservative, cartoons, 
jokes, hope n’ change, presidents day, clintons, trump, smollett, hoax, 
nation...


5 years ago



















Aircraft and Flying
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Warbirds News





B-29 Doc and B-25 Berlin Express To Land in Cincinnati



                      -
                    

PRESS RELEASE B-29 Doc and the Experimental Aircraft Association’s (EAA) 
B-25 Berlin Express will bring the History Restored Tour to Cincinnati’s 
Lunken Ai...


1 day ago
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Fire Aviation





UAFA cautions USFS about retardant tested last year



                      -
                    



The post UAFA cautions USFS about retardant tested last year appeared first 
on Fire Aviation.


5 days ago
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U.S. Navy Aircraft History





Operation Eldorado Canyon



                      -
                    



 In case you’re wondering why I reviewing a book with a USAF F-111 profile 
on the cover in a Naval Aviation blog:

  1. I’ve spent almost three decades, w...


1 week ago
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World Warbird News





Video : Watch the DTAM’s P-47 Thunderbolt’s display at Oshkosh



                      -
                    

[ma-gdpr-youtube video=”S27wKScRZi4″] We covered the first flight a few 
months ago : Dakota Air Territory Museum’s P-47D Thunderbolt 42-27609 flies 
again. ...


7 months ago
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The Warbird Watcher





Hadley Rille Escadrille 43: Timeless Aviator Spirit Ready For Any Adventure



                      -
                    

Hello! My name is Tom Reilly. I was driven to share my passion for history 
and warbirds with the world and began writing The Warbird Watcher in 2013, 
nearl...


1 year ago



















Gun News
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NRA-ILA News





Maine: Wednesday: Floor Vote on Classifying Shotguns as "Machine Guns"



                      -
                    

Senator Anne Carney, Maine's leading gun grabber, is at it again.


7 hours ago
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The Gun Blog Black List





Owning a Super Safety Just Got a Lot Worse - The VSO Gun Channel



                      -
                    



1 day ago
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Massad Ayoob





IS PITTSBURGH THE CANARY IN THE MINESHAFT?



                      -
                    

[image: night police car lights in city - close-up with selective focus and 
bokeh]Pittsburgh, PA is a city of some 300,000 people. They used to have a 
damn...


1 day ago
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National organizations that do good


	American Red Cross
	National Rifle Association
	President's Fitness Challenge
	Soldiers' Angels








Local organizations that do good


	Jefferson County Community Ministries
	Good Shepherd Caregivers








Firearms Training


	Civilian Marksmanship Program
	Cornered Cat (for women)
	Massad Ayoob Group
	pistol-training.com








Comics


	Day By Day
	Frazz
	Gary Varvel
	Johhny Optimism
	Pearls Before Swine
	Ramirez
	Robert Ariail
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Airports I've flown into (123)


	CT--Groton (GON)
	MA--Martha's Vinyard (MVY)
	MD--Bay Bridge (W29)
	MD--Carroll Co. (DMW)
	MD--Clearview (2W2)
	MD--Cumberland (CBE)
	MD--Easton/Newnam (ESN)
	MD--Fallston (W42)
	MD--Frederick (FDK)
	MD--Garrett Co. (2G4)
	MD--Hagerstown (HGR)
	MD--Hancock (W35)
	MD--Kentmorr Airpark (3W3)
	MD--Martin State (MTN)
	MD--Mexico Farms (1W3)
	MI--Cheboygan (SLH)
	MI--Chippewa Co.Intl (CIU)
	MI--Clare (48D)
	MI--Detroit City (DET)
	MI--Drummond Island (DRM)
	MI--Garland (8M8)
	MI--Gaylord (GLR)
	MI--Grand Ledge (4D0)
	MI--Gratiot (AMN)
	MI--Grayling (AAF)
	MI--Grosse Isle (ONZ)
	MI--Lansing (LAN)
	MI--Ludington (LDM)
	MI--Mackinac Co. (83D)
	MI--Mackinac Island (MCD)
	MI--Monroe Custer (TTF)
	MI--Mt. Pleasant (MOP)
	MI--Pellston (PLN)
	MI--Plymouth Canton (1D2)
	MI--Sault Ste Marie (ANJ)
	MI--Toledo Suburban (DUH)
	MI--West Branch (Y31)
	MI--Willow Run (YIP)
	NJ--Sussex (FWN)
	NY--Niagara Falls Intl (KIAG)
	OH--Burke Lakefront (BKL)
	OH--Carroll Co./Tolson (TSO)
	OH--Fremont (14G)
	OH--Geauga Co, (7G8)
	OH--Holmes Co. (10G)
	OH--Jefferson Co. (2G2)
	OH--Kelley's Island (89D)
	OH--Kent State Univ. (1G3)
	OH--Mansfield (MFD)
	OH--Medina (1G5)
	OH--Middle Bass Island (3T7)
	OH--New Philadelphia/Clever (PHD)
	OH--Norwalk/Huron Co. (5A1)
	OH--Ortner (I64)
	OH--Port Clinton (PCW)
	OH--Put-In-Bay (3W2)
	OH--Sandusky (Griffing) (SKY)
	OH--Sandusky Regional (S24)
	OH--Toledo Executive (TDZ)
	OH--Wayne Co. (BJJ)
	OH--Willard (8G1)
	OH--Willoughby (LNN)
	OH--Youngstown Elser (4G4)
	OH--Youngstown Warren (YNG)
	PA--Allegheny Co. (AGC)
	PA--Altoona (AOO)
	PA--Barbour (2D1)
	PA--Beaver Co. (BVI)
	PA--Bermudian Valley (07N)
	PA--Bloomsburg (N13)
	PA--Bradford Regional (KBFD)
	PA--Carlisle (N94)
	PA--Danville (8N8)
	PA--Deck (9D4)
	PA--Donegal Springs (N71)
	PA--Finleyville (G05)
	PA--Franklin Co. (N68)
	PA--Gettysburg (W05)
	PA--Hanover (6W6)
	PA--Hardy/Connellsville (VVS)
	PA--Hazleton (HZL)
	PA--Indiana Co/Jimmy Stewart (IDI)
	PA--Johnstown (JST)
	PA--Keller Bros (08N)
	PA--Lancaster (LNS)
	PA--Latrobe/Arnold Palmer (LBE)
	PA--Lazy B (0P8)
	PA--Mifflin Co. (RVL)
	PA--Mt Pleasant (P45)
	PA--Penn Valley (SEG)
	PA--Penns Cave (N74)
	PA--Reading/Carl Spaatz (RDG)
	PA--Rock (9G1)
	PA--Rostraver (FWQ)
	PA--Schuylkill Co. (ZER)
	PA--Shippensburg (N42)
	PA--Smoketown (S37)
	PA--Somerset Co. (2G9)
	PA--Sunbury (71N)
	PA--Washington Co. (AFJ)
	PA--Wilkes-Barre Wyoming (WBW)
	PA--York (THV)
	PA--Zelienople (PJC)
	RI--Block Island (BID)
	RI--Newport State (UUU)
	RI--Westerly State (WST)
	VA--Culpepper Regional (CJR)
	VA--Front Royal (FRR)
	VA--Leesburg (JYO)
	VA--Luray Caverns (LUA)
	VA--New Market (8W2)
	VA--Shannon (EZF)
	VA--Stafford Regonal (RMN)
	VA--Warrention/Fauquier (HWY)
	VA--Winchester (OKV)
	WV--Barbour Co. (79D)
	WV--Clarksburg (CKB)
	WV--Elkins (EKN)
	WV--Fairmont (4G7)
	WV--Grant Co. (W99)
	WV--Martinsburg (KMRB)
	WV--Morgantown (MGW)
	WV--Shinnston/Wade Maley (6W0)
	WV--Wheeling (HLG)
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